
Questions Main Topics emerged
If you could pose three questions to a clairvoyant who 
can foretell the future, what would you ask?
* Alternatives: What keeps you up at night? What is the 
main concern about future? 

1. Local development direction (use of local resources and cultural heritage)

2. Essential services for families (nonemergency medical on-call, schools different level, local groceries)

3. Jobs opportunities (offered by tourism; agro-food; improvement restoration and refurbishing of 
empty dwellings of peripheric (hamlets) and urban centres 

4. Training (establishment in Tesino of  advanced training schools for typical actitivities within remote 
areas; multi-classes)

5. E-communication and e-infrastructures status divide (In comparison with other districts)

6. Inactivity of local policy makers

 In the best possible world what would you hope for? 1. Merger of 3 Municipalities (better administrative organisation)

2. Use local resources (sustainable agriculture; protected areas)/products as opportunitiy; role of 
cultural heritage)

3. Cooperation and synergies (activation among value chains and networking of cultural instutions 
within Tesino and with the same organization of Bassa Valsugana and Trentino)

4. Training (see notes to question 1)

5. Proactive mindset of locals and their policy makers

6. E-infrastructures (ultraband) and smart/agile work (activation)



 In the worst possible world what are your greatest fears? 1. Worsening/closure of essential services (relocation/reallocation of them to or low valley district or 
Trento)

2. Worsening of inactive/passive mindset of local policy makers

3. Demography (emigration of more dynamic youngs and newcomers; increase of elderly people)

4. Weakening of volunteering association (increase of addictions)

5.   Relocation of traditional activities and remaining medium enterprise. Wiping out initiatives by youg 
entrepreneurs

6. Lack of maintenance of territory (desertification of hamlets and urban centers;  floodings and soil 
depletion)

What pivot events from the past few years provide good 
lessons at the moment?

1. Sustainable mobilty management as to tourism and to commuting

2. Education (to life long learning) and training  (more interaction between formal and informal/not 
formal systems) to improve the mindset of local entrepreneurs towards risk assumption  (using also 
own capital) and take opportunities

3. Cooperation (willingness) among value chains as well as between economic value chain and cultural 
value chains

4. Merger of 3 Municipalities and change of mindset of policy makers

5 Maintenance essential services for families at current level

6. Restoring existing dwellings fully respecting traditional landscape



 What major decisions with long the term implications are 
faced at the term implications are faced at the moment?

1. Short-time and -sighted planning and vision of local and regional policy makers 

2. Wrong model of industrialisation (seizing) of the district area (no connection with cultural heritage 
and socio-economic fabric; generation of employees instead of entrepreneurs)

3. Mindset of locals (individualism, parochialism)

4. Tourism of second houses vs slow and qualitative as well as updated tourism (scattered hotel 
movement offer, rent of alpine huts)

5. Eradication of local people from traditional values

6. Lack of differentiating the development model of the district within regional boundaries



 What major constraints do you experience 
inside/outside the organisation/system?

Inside
1. Lack of confidence on youngs by entrepreneurs

2. Lack of networking (internal and external);  conflicts among economic actors of value chains (no socio-
economic and political cohesion)

3. Negative Mindset (envy, laziness, lack of innovation; low self-esteem by youngs)

4. Inward looking/self reference of decision makers at political level and within associations (no merger 
of 3 Municipalities)

Outside
1. Perception of locals as primitive, rough and wild

2. Economic situation

3. Slowness of education system to achieve opportunities provided by local cultural heritage linked to 
intrnalization

4.  Wrong political decisions (lack of understanding situation of remote areas; homologation of different 
valleys; slowness in providing modern e-communcation and e-infrastructures)



 If all constraints were removed, and you could direct 
what is done, what would you do?

1. Mindset of decision makers (reduction of bureucracy) and locals

2. Strenghten support to social sphere (volunteering associations) and cohesion (collaborative 
behaviour; passing mental barriers being marginal)

3. Long term investments (road, electrification of Valsugana railway, mobility in general; more and more 
powerful e-infrastructures);                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

4. Education, training (coaching; long-life education also of youngs and adult policy makers; cooperation 
between formal and informal/not formal systems; work experiences in different value chains, economic 
and cultural)

5. Promotion of soft and quality tourism linked to cultural heritage and local resources

6. Networking  and coordination of cultural heritage initiative


